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TLM Technologies install evoPOS on all MFG Jersey forecourts
MFG operates four forecourts with convenience stores under the Roberts Garages brand on Jersey. MFG has
just opened a new Flagship new to industry station, Roberts West. MFG was keen to use this opening as an
opportunity to install a new, next generation EPOS system in all of its Jersey forecourts, that was feature rich
and could innovate and grow with the business.
Paresh Patel, IT director at MFG said: “evoPOS was the natural choice for us in Jersey, we’ve tried and tested
it in other parts of our business, so we know it’s a great product. It’s reliable with a modern user interface
that needs minimal training on. It has all the functions and features we need to deliver great customer
service, such as a best deal promotion engine and customer facing media. The Oxhoo hardware
complements the modern feel of the system and we know it’s long lasting.”
Because evoPOS is ready to receive plug-ins from third-party applications and services it helped MFG create
a connected POS that’s just right for their business.
Paresh continued: “When we’ve wanted to integrate with third-party services such as outdoor mobile
payment and loyalty, we’ve been impressed by how easy this has been. It has enabled us to deliver the latest
retail trends.
“Everyone within TLM from the top to the bottom has played a part in installing evoPOS on all of our sites in
Jersey. Going the extra mile when Covid-19 restrictions made installs more complicated or resolving issues
that were not their fault, TLM are a great team to work with.”

Editor’s Note:
Founded in 2010 in Bedford, England, TLM Technologies, a company of MADIC Group, provides a complete solution for
fuel and convenience (c-store) retailers globally: Offering a full suite of applications (evolution) to optimise the operation
of both forecourt and c-store.
TLM’s world-class technology and support includes EPOS, back-office, head office and Forecourt equipment Services.
Oxhoo are our TLM’s exclusive POS hardware supplier – providing the Zenio and Zeo POS terminals as well as
peripherals.
Oxhoo are a designer and manufacturer of POS terminals. OXHOO deliver pioneering products with real innovations in
the point-of-sale terminal sector utilising the latest technologies, with minimalist and clean design.
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